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INTRODUCTION (5 MIN)
Open session by quickly summarizing what we are going to do from the session description. 

Brief introduction, give you my background...

What I teach
where I work
I am an apple distinguished educator
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my student are working with iPod Touch devices, and a few iPads which we borrow from other classes.

What about you? any teachers, administrators, students? Anyone currently making videos with kids in classes? Would you care to share what you’re doing?



Why?
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So I think we should start with why. Why use the iPad for making videos? Why create videos with your students at all?, regardless of the device used? Well I have been creating videos with 
my students in class, first with iPod Touch Devices, then with iMacs, and now with iPads, and I have gotten great results. 

Show Ben franklin quote



Why create videos?
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CLICK Why create videos with your students at all?, regardless of the device used? Well I have been creating videos with my students in class, first with iPod Touch Devices, then with 
iMacs, and now with iPads, and I have gotten great results. 
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Why create videos?
Engaging

Differentiates
Web Presence

Literacy

Tell me and I forget.
Teach me and I remember.

Involve me and I learn.
-Benjamin Franklin
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show quote first...

I’ve come up with 4 main reasons for creating videos with my students(6 min):
• engaging: Students seem to retain more of the information that they research and put into their videos than what I simply lecture about
• easy differentiation: Video projects are easy to adjust for students of differing abilities. aside from simply adjust the length or complexity of a particular video that they are creating in 

class, you can also have students concentrate on different topics for their videos. If a student struggles with a particular topic, then that becomes their video. 
• Lives past HS career: this is something that I think is very important and often overlooked in high schools right now. You can google all of us and see things from facebook, youtube, 

the newspaper, and these are things that we often have no control over. Students in today’s world need to be creating an online presence for themselves. As a society we are only 
going to continue to get more and more of our information from the WWW. Today’s students need to be proactive and control some of the content that represents themselves to the 
world. 

• Technology Literacy: Students have to be able to use technology more and more, without receiving direct instruction. When they go to college their professors say “Create this”, 
they’re not going to say, Use iMovie, import the video by going file import, etc...) Today’s HS and MS student needs to be getting familiar with how technology works today, so that it 
can become more intuitive for them tomorrow.



Workflow
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What i really want to do is look at the workflow for creating videos on the iPad. What are the steps that you go through with kids and ourselves... click



Workflow

Pre-production

Production

Post-production

Capture

Edit

Share
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Instead of using preproduction/production/post-production like the film industry, and certainly for ease of integration into classes, I call the steps capture/edit/share. 

I think that it is really important to include the last step (share) as a part of this entire video productions workflow. Students have to know that what they create will be accessable to everyone. 
They know they will have an audience, and that they will receive feedback from them, and the quality of work goes up. Besides, sharing work, and receiving and interpreting criticism is a 
valuable skill for all students. as well as, like I mentioned before, controlling your online persona.

That’s why I feel that sharing your multimedia is a hugely important step, and a necessary one. So I require it! Students turn in a video to me... by submitting the URL where I can access it.  



Camera

Capture

Filmic Pro iMotion HD
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I don’t restrict the apps that I allow my students to use to capture raw footage for video projects. I do have my apps organized on my school ipads in a specific way however. On the dock I 
have three folders of apps called Capture/edit/share. I also have one other folder of apps that is called video tools for misc things like teleprompters. I sometimes allow students to download 
other apps to use, but most stick with what I have there for them. 
Camera - So the native camera app is probably the easiest app to use to capture video, and I’m talking on the iPad. The quality isn’t the best, and that’s because i have iPad 2s in my 
classroom, but it works for our purposes. 

However, in order to get good raw footage for a video, I find that I have to teach how to record good videos, but I do not teach how to use the app. 
• Hold with two hands
• Hold horizontally
• No camera movements (pan, tilt, truck, dolly)
• Record an extra 5-sec at start and end of each recording
• Any narration should be recorded in iMovie
• Camera exercises... required from each student. Can use any app, but must do a series of movements and angles of shots....

Now I also use iPod Touch devices to capture video, and then I have a camera connection kit that allows me to plug the ipod into the ipad and transfer videos and images into camera roll. 

Filmic Pro(3.99)- also works very well. It includes an audio meter, has an adjustable frame-rate, and resolution too. It is not an iPad app (made for iPhone, but works great.

iMotion HD(free)/Stop-Motion(.99) - Both of these apps are for creating a stop-motion video. iMotion HD will record live motion and turn it into a stop-motion feel, and Stop-Motion is best for 
when you are actually creating a stop motion video by moving elements around. 

Both of these apps will export their final products to the camera roll on the iPad. 

It is important to note that in order to really make video or still images useful, you have to be able to use them with other apps, and that requires that you are able to export to the camera roll.



Edit

Videolicious iMovie
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Now when I say editing, I’m really talking about cutting up video clips, adding titles, and credits, and adding sounds. 

I go back and forth between basically two or three programs for just about all of my editing needs for both myself and my students. 

Videolicious is a great FREE app for video productions because it will help you create a video quickly. You don’t have any control over the layout, you simply select the content to be 
included, and record a narrative to accompany. 

The app works in a simple three step process: select videos, record narrative, select music. It is assembled for you, and exported right to your camera roll. 

(Create a quick sample video right here from stuff I took today) let it process and show right now...)

This is ideas for when you want to create something pretty quickly, or you don’t want kids to spend all of their time trying new transitions, and themes for a video. You can make something on 
the fly, on the bus ride home from a field trip!

I Just started to use iMovie (4.99) pretty extensively with my kids, and it is because of the trailers feature in the most recent version of the iOS app. 

The trailers feature lets you select a theme and then pick content for the theme. Like any movie trailer there are text and video clips, a studio logo, and movie credits at the end. It creates a 
very polished, entertaining, movie trailer. 

Just like Videolicious, you only really get to select the content, and not the arrangement. However, unlike Videolicious, there are textual elements in the trailers. This is also great because 
your students spend more time on the CONTENT of the video as opposed to transitions, audio, titles, etc..

This is really great for things like book reports, article reviews, current event reports. I most recently helped one of the social studies teachers (American/US History) create a project for his 
kids where they select a historical event and create a trailer about it. 

This was the sample that he and I made...Demo my civil war trailer here

This class made an entire series of trailers like this. The teacher had them all on the class iPads and used them as final exam review for the kids. Students worked in groups of two, they were 
required to have a certain number of historical images, they had to have supporting facts for those images, and it had to be put together in an iMovie trailer. 

There were a few groups who also made trailers about historical figures like Abraham Lincoln and George Washington. 

(if there is enough time remaining)
This was a really easy process too, so I wanted to show you briefly how to do the same, because there are a couple tricks to it....

To create a trailer,(especially about something historical, we can’t record video of the event) you download images, make a movie from the images, and then create a trailer from the video. 

Download historical images from the Library of Congress. They have a ton of images, and it is a gov institution and these historical images are all in the public domain.

Now, we have to create a video from the images first because the trailer “creator” in iMovie does not let you use still images. In iMovie we create a new project and we add the images to the 
project. A ken Burns effect is automatically added and it can be changed...

Now if we export this project to the camera roll, we have a video of still images!
Create a new trailer and you can use clips from that video. Add the facts that you collected previously (have a note of lincoln assassination facts) 

Preview the trailer with just the first few portions completed.....

Demo how it can be exported to the camera roll.... done. 



Share

iMovieVimeo
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Creating the video is really the meat and potatoes of the project. Students do research, they collect images and facts, and put them together and create something original. 

But the value of this activity is increased expoentially through sharing it. 

I generally use iMovie or another app to share videos. I like to share to Vimeo, for a couple reasons. You can log in once, and not have to include login info each time you upload something. 
the online Vimeo widgets make it easy and to showcase and embed your work into your website for school. 

To share work, I like to use Vimeo. If you are unfamiliar with Vimeo... (insert brief description here). iMovie will export something directly to Vimeo, but I prefer to use the actual app 
because...

For myself, I use one account for my school, and we all upload to the same acct. However, I would recommend having students create their own accounts and upload their videos there. That 
alleviates a couple of the problems that pop up from using a shared account. 



Student projects
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The way I see it, kids are making videos to two ends:

1-to get more familiar with content (give example, study guides for WWII battles)
2-to be creative (give example, parody-George Washington as werewolf)

and there’s a lot of overlap here...

other ideas... book reports, student newscasts for April 1st, sports game recap, field trip, 
website review, or product review, review topic for class, put topics together and create entire 
series of review videos for a test or exam!

tons of good ideas...
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So in closing.... creating videos with students or even on your own... is not as intimidating as it seems. 

This is awesome, its easy, its effective, and its fun. 

What’s not to like? 

Then click to show contact info...


